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INTRODUCTION 

In this and other laboratories commonly employing ionization detection devices the 
source of radiation selected is often the relatively stable hydrogen isotope, tritium, a 
pure beta emitter. The tritium is usually available as the titanium tritide, with either 
copper or stainless steel backing. Detailed descriptions of the foils proper have been 
given by VANDERSCWMIDT et al.1 and WJLSON 2. The tritium betas with a mean energy 
of 5 keV are not sufficiently energetic to penetrate even a thin layer of restraining 
material. Bremsstrahlung from these weak betas should be negligible. For these 
reasons, a source contained within a detection cell should not constitute a hazard due 
to surface activity at the detector body. 

The hazards involved with initial loading and subsequent modification of any 
ionization device should be of little concern to the average operator since by law this 
procedure is to be carried out only by qualified, licensed personnel. It has been shown2 
that the action of sample components upon the source will be minor in nature owing 
to their presence in such minute amounts. The most noticeable action would be from 
components having a corrosive effect upon the metal backing of the foil. A.more 
detailed treatment of possible hazards arising from use of radioactive foils has been 
given by TAYLOR~. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration contemplate the use of gas 
chromatography employing ionization detectors in some of their interplanetary 
probes. Quite often it is necessary to operate these devices under varying conditions. 
For this reason, it would be desirable to know the effect of temperature and carrier 
gas upon the stability of these foils since tritium is a very attractive source in the 
laboratory development program of most of these devices. If losses should occur 
anomalous results would most likely be encountered without frequent calibration. 
Further, extreme losses might lead to hazardous conditions unless proper ventilation 
was provided, due to enrichment of effluent vapor from the system in tritium gas. 
This paper reports on such a study. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The radioactive foil used in these studies was obtained from U.S. Radium Corporation. 
The metal backing was of copper. The data were obtained from the experimental 

* This work was supportccl under a grant provided by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration. 
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arrangement shown in Fig. I. A known flow of clean, dry carrier gas was passed into a 
glass chamber containing the radioactive foil. The glass chamber was stationed in a 
furnace capable of elevating the temperature to 300~. The effluent gas was led through 
a short section of narrow diameter tubing into a large volume ionization chamber 
and from here to a fume hood. 

H 

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement: (A) carrier gas supply; (13) 5 A molecular sieve drying column 
and capillary restrictor: (C) furnace; (D) glass cham?er containing the radioactive foil; (E) 
ionization chamber: (I?) polarizing potential; (G) electrometer: (H) recorder: (I) effluent gas to 

fume hood. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the actual ion chamber ‘used in the experimental operations. The 
collection electrode is a 3 cm diameter brass tube isolated from the body of the 
chamber by a teflon supporting rod. The chamber body is a cylindrical brass tube 
13.5 cm in diameter. Gas enters the chamber through a gas-tight connection in’ the 
lower section and exits through a similar connection in the upper section. The total 
volume was measured and found to ‘be approximately 2 1. The necessary electrical 
‘connections are made through the body ‘of the chamber using gas-tight teflon insula- 
tors to minimize electrical leakage. A polariiing potential is developed between the 
detector body and the collection electrode. The electrical signal generated was fed 
into a high gain electrometer and subsequently recorded graphically by means of a 
potentiometric recorder. Details of the considerations to be made in measurements 
of this type as well as construction details of ionization chambers in general have been 
given by OVERMAN AND CLARK” and Nuclear of Chicago6. 

, Scm , 
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q 4 TEFLON 

Fig. 2. Ionization chamber, Shaded sections of brass: lined sections of tcflon. ’ 
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A voltage verstis current relationship was determined to establish the proper 
operating conditions for the system. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the chamber is operating 
as a simple’ionization chamber at 300 V and .that all the i.ons formed are being col- 
lected before there is a chance for recombination to occur: A measured volumetric 
flow of carrier gas, IOO ml/n&, was allowed to pass through the system for several 
hours until equilibrium was reached. The signal generated indicated a normal back- 
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Fig. 3. Voltage WYSUS current for the ionization chamber, 

ground. The furnace temperature was adjusted to the desired level and several hours 
were required to reach a steady state equilibrium whereby the amount of tritium 
gas entering the chamber was equivalent to the amount of tritium gas being expelled. 
,The signal thus obtained indicated the concentration. of radioactive species within 
the chamber. 

Tritium betas have a maximum range of about I cm in air at S.T.P. The dimen- 
sions of the ionization chamber were so arranged that the distance between electrodes 
far exceeds this value. This would imply that the total energy of the tritium betas 
should be dissipated in the gas phase. The number of ion pairs formed per beta 
particle should, to a very close approximation, be equal to the average energy of the 
trltmm beta divided by the specific ionization energy of the gas under consideration. 

by SHARPER. The average 
3.700 l IO4 disintegrations 

Values for specific ionization energies have been p&&ted 
value is around 30 eV. Since I, microcurie (,uC) is equal to 
per second, the following relationship may be written : 

C 
TS(6.281’ 101s) 

= (5’103) (3.700’ 104) 

where : 

c = concentration of radioactive species (,uC), 
I = observed current (A), 
S = specific ionization energy of the carrier gas (eV). 
The rate of loss from the tritium foil is now described 

I?+ 

where : 

R = rate of tritium loss (&/sec), 
C 
F 

= concentration of ‘radioactive species (PC), 
= volumetric flow of carrier gas (cti3/sec), 

V I volume of ionization chamber (cma). 

by: 
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A single radioactive foil was used in all the esperirnen$s herein u-ep&kxiL Its 
activity was measured before and after each investigation in berms oif Ulne c.uu-roeunit itt 
provided in a small volume ionization chamber under :a standard seit olE oondliiti. 
Allowances were made in the calculations for any <change in observed activity_ 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION . 

The gases studied were Hz, He, N,, air, Ar + 5 % CH, ,and Ar ,satnra&d titth water 
vapor. The temperature ranged from ambient to 2goO.. Fig. LJ shows the Ken cunrnennt 
observed vevs’szcs temperature for the above gases., As might be ~expeckdl., Yhe cunrreuntt 
rises very rapidly above 200~ indicating an appreciable loss ‘of Wtiurn tErom Yihe radk~- 

TEMPERATURE OC 

.I 

Fig. 4. Ion current: V~YSUS temperature for various carrier gases, before 0~~cct5on Pas cilnzw~ &III 
source strength. 

active foil. The exception noted was with hydrogen, In this case, noticeabiie ilosses ac- 
cur above 140”. This observation could be accounted for if an exchange ~~un.rred 
between the hydrogen gas and the tritium contained on the foil ‘as titiium rttitidc. 
Such an observation would appear to be reasonable since similar (observations oouUd 
not’be made with other gases. 

Table I lists the calculated loss rate of tritium in various carrier gases with 
respect to temperature. The loss rate R is given in units of both ,&isec and the more 
practical unit of mC/day. X is seen to range in value from 10-2 to 6 mC&lay depending 
upon the gas used and operating temperature. These values are in close agreement 
with those given by WILSON 2.The concentration C, oftritium,gas in dr,,assumin,ga 

IOOO cu.ft. room with a turnover rate of z volume per hour is presented.. The assumeal 
enclosure and ventilation conditions are worse than those normally encountered. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the maximum permissible oonceakati~n kn air 
for tritium gas is not exceeded. 

Table II gives the calculated half life of an average tritium foil in various w at 
the indicated temperatures. This half life is based solely on the iloss rake and does nolt 
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TABLE I 

LOSSR~%TE OI TRITIUM FORVARIOUS GASES AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURESBASED ON A 

ON A 50 ITIC SOURCE 

He IS I90 0.73’ 10-s 6.31.10-2 o,g3'10-' 
243 5.72. IO-~ +g4'10-I.., 7.2G. IO-~ 
290 2.350 IO-~ 2.05 3.02.10-7 

Ar-gy~ CH, I90 6.10;10-~ 5.27wIO-2 7.75’ 10-e 
240 5.20~104 4.4g.10-1 6.60. IO-~ 
290 z.Go* x0-2 2.24 3.30’ 10-o 

At-I-&O 240 6.50’ 10-Z 5.61*10-l 8.25’ 10-7 
280 2.20’ 10-Z I.90 2.79.10-a 

N, 185 4.22’ 1o-4 3.64’ 10-2 5.35’ x0-8 

24“ 5.93.10-3 5.12’104 7.55’ 10'7 
255 +4g'Io--2 3.87 5.70’ 10-O 

Air 240 3.63’ 10-Z 3.13’ 10-l 4.60 - 10'7 
285 6.500 IO-~ 5.61 5.25'10--" 

% 14s 4.57’ 10-d 3*g4'10-2 5.80~10--8 

195 1.05*10-a g.oo.10-1 I.33'IO-" 

‘250 4.G2.10-8 3.99 5.85’ 10-a 
290 +2g*10-2 3.70 5.35’ 10-O 

* For mol!ecul’sr tritium the occupation masimum permissible concentration in air is 2 l 10-3 
~~uc~hLTtll_~. 

TABLE II 

ESTIMATEDHALF LIFE OFTRITIUM BOILFOR 
VARIOUS GASES ATTHE TEMPERATURES INDICATED 

GUS 
Half life 

calcukaled* 
(days) 

He 190 547 
243 71.2 
290 16.9 

Ar-5% CH, * 190 650 
240 72.G 
290 14.7 

k-H,0 240 61.5 
*so 18.2 

N2 185 960 
240 67.6 
285 8.96 

Air 240 109 
285 G.IG 

H2 148 887 
195 38.4 
250 8.64 
290 9.35 

* B&nDf We calculated on basis of simple first order kinetics. 
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The authors tish 40 {express $heGr .*oeme ltlhamlks tie I&zuao&sIb,, llimuz.,, Ha&rm,, YIRCSIS 
for the preparation of radioec&i;v;e S.lls nosed iirm ttltmwe (IZXJJE~~~&EWS d &JR 3%~: TREE 08 
their facilities. 

By means of :a simple &m~zation &wunlbor tie Ik0ss na.&e off U *“‘- i iiimmn ttniittiimmrm iim- 

pregnated foils was (determined. Auu ;aTvierage ~QI mmC S- -3KXs iinn~tie~, t&E! &3&s& 
rate being Idetermined ~4th nespeot tbo cc&er gas raumdl v. TIllwz P 
temperature :suggested for ithe use COB itihese Sills Ibras Tbeom zz~jj~ &me &III I Wiirm- 

. . 
volved. Our results ~oonfirm these @games as ItBxe mmatajimmmmrm. m a 
in air is aot *exceeded :at tis ttempera&nme cewwm m&or t&e IIUXD& ~I&WSS c. 
From .a practical v~ewpeint, &to~~ewer,, iiti IIELZI,~ rtne dk&&Ee Uro ~IIBIME mtt RD&URW 
this temperature in order $10 ~‘btailn :a meascnrm;alb~e llii!Iiti u~ff t&e SIEIDXE iiIm Cli&t& 
carrier gases. 
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